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Last month, we highlighted infrastructure cleaning as one of the essential public services that have grown
in importance since April 2020, due to the pandemic. This month, we would like to emphasize our
pressure washing activities and even though our service deployments are reduced, there is still a focus on
high traffic public areas in Waikiki.
Brandon Barbour, WBIDA Vice President of Operations, explains the operation:

· Over 130,800 sq ft
pressure washed on
average, each month
1) Two custom large capacity, pressure washing systems built on trailers
during the pandemic
and towed by branded pick-up trucks to target large areas, and
“To provide this service, the crew uses two types of equipment.

2) Two small capacity, pressure washing pedal assist trikes to quickly
and efficiently target small areas.

· Over 1 million sq ft
pressure washed in last
8-months

A very notable feature of the large capacity trailers also incorporates a
water recycling and recovery system. This system uses a vacuum to recover the majority of the
water and return it to a separate holding tank, later used to water various planters in Waikiki.”
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cleaning and disinfection, safety and
security, pubic asset maintenance,
landscape maintenance, homeless
outreach, beach patrol (when open)
-

=

hospitality and wayfinding

The WBIDA crew are working in essential service positions
every day of the week, to continue to provide continuity for
a clean and safe Waikiki District, with emphasis on
cleaning, disinfection, and safety. Deployment will remain
at reduced levels until additional assessment determines
increased service needs, including tourism activity.
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To the left are statistics from past
months compared to the same
period a year ago, and shows a
distinct difference resulting from
COVID-19 impacts. Some items
have decreased, due to lower
volume in the district. However,
several items have significantly
increased — the number of
infrastructure pieces cleaned, bike
patrol miles traveled, and sit-lie
advisories.
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If you have questions or comments, please contact
us at mail@waikikibid.org.

